Standard-model extension (SME) is an effective field theory introducing all possible Lorentzviolating (LV) operators to the standard model (SM) and general relativity (GR). In the puregravity sector of minimal SME (mSME), nine coefficients describe dominant observable deviations from GR. We systematically implemented twenty-seven tests from thirteen pulsar systems to tightly constrain eight linear combinations of these coefficients with extensive Monte Carlo simulations. It constitutes the first detailed and systematic test of the pure-gravity sector of mSME with the stateof-the-art pulsar observations. No deviation from GR was detected. The limits of LV coefficients are expressed in the canonical Sun-centered celestial-equatorial frame for convenience of further studies. They are all improved by significant factors of tens to hundreds with existing ones. As a consequence, Einstein's equivalence principle is verified substantially further by pulsar experiments in terms of local Lorentz invariance in gravity.
Standard-model extension (SME) is an effective field theory introducing all possible Lorentzviolating (LV) operators to the standard model (SM) and general relativity (GR). In the puregravity sector of minimal SME (mSME), nine coefficients describe dominant observable deviations from GR. We systematically implemented twenty-seven tests from thirteen pulsar systems to tightly constrain eight linear combinations of these coefficients with extensive Monte Carlo simulations. It constitutes the first detailed and systematic test of the pure-gravity sector of mSME with the stateof-the-art pulsar observations. No deviation from GR was detected. The limits of LV coefficients are expressed in the canonical Sun-centered celestial-equatorial frame for convenience of further studies. They are all improved by significant factors of tens to hundreds with existing ones. As a consequence, Einstein's equivalence principle is verified substantially further by pulsar experiments in terms of local Lorentz invariance in gravity. Introduction. Einstein's general relativity (GR) has passed all experimental scrutinies for almost one hundred years with flying colors [1, 2] . However, besides current puzzles on the nature of dark matter and dark energy, there exist difficulties to combine GR and the standard model (SM) into a unified theory. A full theory of quantum gravity (QG) may settle the issues, but such a theory is still missing. Although one expects that the full QG theory will reduce to or emerge as GR for the gravity interaction in our accessible energy regime, it may still leave relic effects as QG windows [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . They are widely predicted by string theory, loop quantum gravity, and noncommutative field theories, wherein Lorentz-violating (LV) effects are well-known examples. Because of the importance of gravity, as a fundamental interaction, and Lorentz symmetry, as a fundamental property of spacetime, persistent efforts to probe possible LV deviations from GR are well justified and readily desired [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Recently, there is a strong belief that GR and SM are effective field theories (EFTs) of the underlying full theory [21] . With the fact that GR and SM have passed all tests up to now, one would expect that LV deviations, if any, would be supressed by a high energy scale. Hence it is natural to include extra terms in the context of EFTs. Standard-model extension (SME) is constructed as a convenient experimentally working framework to probe all possible LV deviations in the spirit of EFTs [3-6, 10-13, 15, 16] .
In this Letter, for the first time, we systematically used various state-of-the-art pulsar observations to constrain LV effects in the pure-gravity sector of minimal SME (mSME) [13] . We improved all limits over previous ones [22] [23] [24] by substantial factors of tens to hundreds. Einstein's equivalence principle is thus verified further in terms of local Lorentz invariance in gravity. Light speed c = 1 is adopted throughout.
Pure-gravity sector of mSME. In SME, a general Lagrangian including gravity in Riemann-Cartan spacetime has the structure, L = L LI + L LV , where L LI and L LV are Lorentz-invariant (LI) and LV terms respectively [11] . We focus on the limit of Riemannian spacetime and the pure-gravity sector with LV operators of only mass dimension four or less (the so-called mSME). Then L LI = √ −g(R − 2Λ)/16πG is the usual Einstein-Hilbert action of GR, with g the derminant of the metric, R the Ricci scalar, and Λ the cosmological constant that is set to zero for localized systems. The LV Lagrangian at leading order reads [11, 13] ,
where R T µν is the trace-free Ricci tensor and C κλµν is the Weyl conformal tensor. The LV fields, u, s µν , and t κλµν , violate both the particle local Lorentz invariance and the diffeomorphism, while the observer local Lorentz invariance is preserved. Because s µν and t κλµν inherit the symmetries of R T µν and C κλµν respectively, there exist in total twenty independent LV coefficients [13] . It is interesting to note that, if the symmetry breaking is spontaneous, SME coefficients arise from the underlying dynamics, so they must be regarded as dynamical fields. In contrast, if the breaking is explicit, the fields originate as prescribed spacetime functions that play no dynamical rôle. The geometry of Riemann-Cartan spacetime prohibits the later [11, 12] . Hence, only spontaneous breaking is considered here. After properly accounting for Nambu-Goldstone modes and adopting several plausible assumptions, Bailey and Kostelecký found that nine components of a trace-free matrixs µν , which are the (rescaled) vacuum expectation values of s µν , describe dominant observable effects; see [13] for details.
FIG. 1.
The canonical spatial reference frame for SME is the Sun-centered celestial-equatorial frame (X,Ŷ,Ẑ), withX pointing from the Earth to the Sun at vernal equinox,Ẑ along the rotating axis of the Earth, andŶ ≡Ẑ×X [10] . The frame (Î,Ĵ,K) is comoving with the pulsar system, withK pointing along the line of sight to the pulsar, while (Î,Ĵ) constitutes the sky plane withÎ to east, andĴ to north [25] . Besides a boost of O(10 −3 ), these two frames are related by matrices R (α) and R (δ) [26] . (Î,Ĵ,K) is denoted as ( e1, e2, e3) in [13] .
Coordinate systems. The tensorial backgrounds µν is observer LI, while particle LV. Therefore, to probe the magnitudes ofs µν , one should explicitly point out the observer coordinate system in use. In the context of post-Newtonian gravity of SME, the standard frame is an asymptotically inertial frame, (T,X,Ŷ,Ẑ), that is comoving with the Solar system [13] (see Fig. 1 ). For a pulsar binary, the most convenient frame, (t,â,b,ĉ), is defined by the orbit (see Fig. 2 ). To relate two frames, in general a Lorentz transformation is required [13] . It consists of a spatial rotation, R, to align (â,b,ĉ) and (X,Ŷ,Ẑ), and a boost characterized by the relative velocity of the pulsar system with respect to the Solar system. Typically, its magnitude equals to O(10 2 km/s), which implies a boost of O(10 −3 ) that is neglected here. We are left with a pure spatial rotation R. It can be obtained with the help of an intermediate coordinate system, (Î,Ĵ,K) (see Figs. 1-2 ). It involves five simple steps to transform from (â,b,ĉ) to (X,Ŷ,Ẑ), characterized by α (right ascension), δ (declination), Ω (longitude of ascending node), i (orbital inclination), and ω (longitude of periastron). The full rotation 
A xs
Tx , where A, B = a, b, c and x, y = X, Y, Z.
Spin precession of solitary pulsars. Following the derivations in [27] , one gets an extra precession, Ω prec , for an isolated spinning body in internal equilibrium [13] . The precession rate is Ω prec k = πs jkŜj /P , where P is the spin period, andŜ is the unit vector pointing along the
The spatial frame (â,b,ĉ) is centered at the pulsar system withâ pointing from the center of mass to the periastron,ĉ along the orbital angular momentum, andb ≡ĉ ×â. It is related to (Î,Ĵ,K) frame through rotation matrices R (Ω) , R (i) , and R (ω) [26] . The spin directionŜ has a polar angle λ and an azimuthal angle η (not shown) in (Î,Ĵ,K) frame. (â,b,ĉ) is denoted as ( P , Q, k) in [13] .
spin direction. Because of their small spin periods, millisecond pulsars (MSPs) are ideal objects to probe such a precession [27, 28] . We follow the methodology in [28] to relate the precession with observables in pulse profile. The precession will manifest itself in terms of a change in the angle λ, which is defined to be the angle between K andŜ (see Fig. 2 ). Purely from geometry one has, λ =ê · Ω prec = πs jkŜjêk /P [28] , where the unit vector e ≡K ×Ŝ/|K ×Ŝ| gives the line of nodes associated with the intersection of the equatorial plane of the pulsar and the sky plane. Further, we introduce a simple pulsar emission model, the cone model [29] , to relate the change in λ with the change in pulse width. Details can be found in [26, 28] . Notice thatê ⊥Ŝ by definition, therefore we are insensitive tos TT =s XX +s YY +s ZZ with solitary pulsars. Orbital dynamics of binary pulsars. In presence of LV effects, the orbital dynamics of a binary is modified [13] . By using the technique of osculating elements, Bailey and Kostelecký calculated secular changes for orbital elements [13, 26] . We here give an equivalent, but more compact, vectorial form for e ≡ eâ and l ≡ √ 1 − e 2ĉ [30, 31] after averaging over an orbit,
TABLE I. Pulsar constraints on the coefficients of the puregravity sector of mSME [13] . The K-factor reflects the improvement over the combined limits from LLR and AI [24] . Notice the probabilistic assumption made in the text. In pulsar timing, in principle one can construct three tests per binary to constrain LV effects, by utilizingω, e, andẋ (x is the projected semimajor axis of pulsar orbit) [13, 26] . Through a direct check, one can show that they are insensitive tos TT as well.
Simulations and results. Thirteen pulsars are chosen for tests, including profile observations of two solitary MSPs, PSRs B1937+21 and J1744−1134 [28] , that provide one test per pulsar, and timing observations of eleven binaries, PSRs B1913+16 [32] , B1534+12 [33] , J0737−3039A [34] , B2127+11C [35] , J1738+0333 [36] , J1012+5307 [37] , J0348+0432 [38] , J1802−2124 [39] , J0437−4715 [40] , B1855+09, and J1909−3744 [41] , that provide two or three tests per system. In total we constructed twenty-seven tests [26] .
Specifically, the null detection of any change in the morphology of the pulse profiles of two solitary pulsars, after being monitored for more than one decade [28] , tightly constrains the LV spin precession. For binary pulsars, we use the published timing solutions of the successful phase-coherent fittings to times of arrival of pulse signals with generic timing models [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . The observations extend several years to decades. The null detection of any beyong-GR effects in binary pulsars constrains LV orbital dynamics. All these pulsar systems were studied in great details in their original publications, and relevant results are reviewed and discussed in [26] .
We made following considerations in our calculation. i) Because usuallyẋ andė were not reported in literature, we conservatively estimate 68% CL upper limits for them from uncertainties of e and x, as |ė| upper = √ 12σ e /T obs and |ẋ|
, where T obs is the time span used in deriving the timing solution, in accordence with the case of linear-in-time evolution. The estimation is consistent with the values reported in [33] for PSR B1534+12. We also account for the contribution toẋ from proper motion [42] . ii) For consistency, theω test is possible only if component masses are measured to a high precision independent of gravity theories. Such mass measurements are possible only with a few smalleccentricity binary pulsars with optical observations of companions [36] [37] [38] . Because these binaries have noω measurements yet, we use the limits on time variations of the eccentricity vector in tests with anω calculted from GR, similar to the method proposed in [31] . We don't usė ω in tests for pulsars whose masses were based on GR. In contrast,ė andẋ tests are still feasible with them because in GR the changes in x and e introduced by gravitational damping are negligible [29] , hence only modest knowledge on component masses is sufficient. iii) One caution in directly using Eqs. (2-3) was pointed out in [43] that a largeω can render the secular changes nonconstant. These effects cannot be too large based on the fact that all binaries were well fitted with simple timing models. The largest change in ω is ∼ 100
• for PSR B1913+16 in our samples. Therefore, we consider it safe to use timeaveraged values for ω-related quantities as a rough approximation at current stage. vi) The geometry of above pulsar systems is not fully determined from observations. For binary pulsars, the longitude of ascending node, Ω, is generally not an observable in pulsar timing, while for solitary pulsars, the azimuthal angle of the spin, η, is unknown. We have to treat them as random variables uniformly distributed in [0
• , 360 • ). This choice makes our tests as probabilistic tests.
We set up Monte Carlo simulations to treat unknown angles and measurement uncertainties. First, we make lots of trials to identify the eight most stringent tests. Linear equations for LV coefficients are constructed from them. The equation set is solved to obtain eight combinations of LV coefficients. Afterwards we check whether these values are also consistent with the other nineteen tests. If all tests are passed, values are stored. We acumulate 10 4 entries and read out the 68% CLs for LV coefficients. Results are tabulated in Table I , where a comparison with that from the combination of Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) and atom interferometry (AI) [24] is made. The improvement factor, K, is defined to be the (inverse) ratio of the length of 68% CLs. In Fig. 3, 10 3 entries out of our results are plotted. The absence of obvious correltaions between different coefficients benefits from multiple pulsars which make unlikely for a specific combination of large LV coefficients to pass all tests.
Discussions. In the parametrized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism, there are two parameters, α 1 and α 2 , together with an absolute velocity with repsect to a preferred frame, w, to describe semiconservative LV effects [1, 2] . We notice that if we do the replacements in the pure-gravity sector of mSME,s 0j → α 1 w j /4 and s jk → −α 2 w j w k , the dynamics of PPN is exactly recovered. We can clearly see the relation from Lagrangians or from a comparison between Eqs. (2-3) and Eqs. (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) in [31] . This new relation was also discussed by Bailey and Kostelecký in a different manner, see Eq. (68) in [13] .
Unit Box -----------------------------
In scalar-tensor theories, strong fields associated with neutron stars may develop nonperturbative effects [44] . One would expect similar effects in SME. Therefore our results in Table I are, strictly speaking, effective constraints that include strong-field contributions.
The tests here are of probabilistic nature because of unknown angles Ω and η. High-precision timing of nearby pulsars (e.g. PSR J0437−4715 [40] ) and observations of interstellar scintillation (e.g. PSR B1534+12 [45] ) may determine Ω. When more such measurements are available, robust tests can be performed.
All tests in this Letter are based on time derivatives of observables, whose precisions improve as T −3/2 obs . Continuous observations can quickly improve all tests. Especially in the era of FAST and SKA telescopes, more pulsars and high sensitivities will further enable better tests of gravity. We also notice that some timing results used here were reported more than one decade ago. New results for sure have already improved a lot. We hope observers reportė andẋ measurements whenever feasible, which can give more realistic constraints for LV coefficients. It is also possible to use dissipative effects [46] once gravitational radiation is calculated in SME.
Recently, Bailey et al. [47] obtained the first constraint of thes TT =s XX +s YY +s ZZ component from Gravity Probe B. Their result |s TT | < 3.8×10 −3 (68% CL) can be combined with ours to break all degeneracy. We also note that the boost between a pulsar system and the Solar system can be used to mixs
TT with other components, hence provides the possibility to obtain a constraint of s TT directly from pulsars. Currently, only a few pulsars with optical observations of their companions have 3 D velocity measurements that are needed for the boost calculation. We expect more measurements will achieve the goal in the future.
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ROTATION MATRICES
The transformation matrix R from the Sun-centered celestial-equatorial coordinate system, (X,Ŷ,Ẑ), to the binary coordinate system, (â,b,ĉ), can be decomposed into five simple parts,
with
For a binary pulsar, explicit expressions of these matrices are
where α (right ascension), δ (declination), Ω (longitude of ascending node), i (orbital inclination), ω (longitude of periastron) are defined in Figs. 1-2 in the main text. For a solitary pulsar, only a rotation from (X,Ŷ,Ẑ) to (Î,Ĵ,K) is needed, hence one can set R (Ω) , R (i) , and R (ω) to unit matrices.
PULSAR EMISSION MODEL AND LV SPIN PRECESSION
As in [28] , we adopt the cone model for pulsar emission [29] . Other choices only affect the results marginally. In the cone model, from the geometry, one has,
where W is the width of the pulse, α is the magnetic inclination angle, β ≡ 180 • − λ − α is the impact angle, and ρ is the semi-angle of the opening radiating region. Adopting a plausible assumption that the radiation property has no change during the observational span, i.e. dα/dt = dρ/dt = 0, one has [28] ,
Combining it with the LV spin precession rate, Ω prec k = πs jkŜj /P , and the geometric relation,λ =ê · Ω prec (see the main text), one can relate the LV coefficients with the time derivative of the pulse width,
ORBITAL DYNAMICS OF A BINARY IN PRESENCE OF LV EFFECTS
We collect from [13] with slightly different notations the orbital-averaged secular changes of a, e, ω, and x, 
cos ωs
where a is the semimajor axis of the orbit and x is the projected semimajor axis of the pulsar. Other notations are given in the main text. These equations are equivalent to Eqs. (2-3) in the main text. In the limit of small eccentricity (e ≪ 1), above equations reduce to
Time derivatives of two Laplace-Lagrange parameters are easily obtained from Eqs. (15) (16) (17) (18) ,
where η ≡ e sin ω and κ ≡ e cos ω.
A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PULSAR SYSTEMS USED IN LV TESTS
In testing the pure-gravity sector of mSME, 13 pulsar systems are used. The binaries are selected mainly based on their orbital compactness and timing precision. From equations above, it is easy to see that binary pulsars with short orbital periods are perferred to perform LV tests. The distribution of our pulsars in the sky is plotted in Fig. 4 . The wide coverage with multiple pulsar systems, in terms of positional direction and orbital geometry, helps to disentangle the degeneracy of LV coefficients [13] .
Relevant parameters of our pulsar systems for LV tests are tabulated in Tables I-IV . We have grouped them into solitary pulsars (PSRs B1937+21 and J1744−1134 [28] ; Table I ), small-eccentricity binary pulsars with theory-independent mass measurements (PSRs J1012+5307 [37] , J1738+0333 [36] , and J0348+0432 [38] ; Table II) , small-eccentricity binary pulsars without theory-independent mass measurements (PSRs J1802−2124 [39] , J0437−4715 [40] , B1855+09, and J1909−3744 [41] ; Table III) , and eccentric binary pulsars (PSRs B1913+16 [32] , B1534+12 [33] , B2127+11C [35] , and J0737−3039A [34] ; Table IV ). Brief reviews of each pulsar system are given below, and interested readers are pointed to original publications and references therein for details.
By using the phrase "pulsars with theory-independent mass measurements", we refer to those binary pulsars that have mass measurements only based on the weakfield gravity theory, whose validity has already been welltested in the Solar system [2] . In our samples, three small-eccentricity binary pulsars have such mass measurements [36] [37] [38] . The optical observations of their white dwarf (WD) companions give the masses of WDs from well-established WD models. Combining the optical and radio observations, one can obtain the mass ratio, q ≡ m 1 /m 2 , from the amplitudes of their projected orbital velocities along the line of sight. In contrast, "pulsars without theory-independent mass measurements" refer to binary pulsars that have masses derived from postNewtonian effects of GR. If these effects with strongly self-gravitating bodies were modified in alternative gravity theories, the GR masses cannot be trusted with high confidence in precision tests of alternative gravity theories. For the reasons stated in the main text, we can use component masses derived from GR as an approximation inė andẋ tests.
In our LV tests, solitary pulsars provide one test per system with Eq. (10), and binary pulsars with theoryindependent mass measurements provide three tests per system with Eq. (18) and the time variations of the eccentricity vector 1 , while bianry pulsars without theoryindependent mass measurements provide two tests per system with Eqs. (12) and (14) . Therefore, in total, we have performed 27 tests on 8 linear combinations of LV coefficients.
Solitary pulsars

PSR B1937+21
PSR B1937+21 (a.k.a. PSR J1939+2134) is the first discovered MSP, with a spin period of 1.56 ms. It is a bright pulsar in the radio band and has a stable rotation. Therefore, PSR B1937+21 was chosen as an important target in the pulsar timing array (PTA) projects, and has been observed continuously and frequently since its discovery in 1982. Although with substantial lowfrequency red noises, the timing residual has reached a level < ∼ 0.4 µs [41] . Recently, Shao et al. [28] analyzed ∼ 15 years of archival data, taken at the 100-m Effelsberg radio telescope, to look into the stability of the pulse profile of this pulsar. The profile consists of a main-pulse and an interpulse. They are both very stable with their time derivatives of width constrained to be (−3.2±3.4)×10 −3 deg yr −1 and (3.5±6.6)×10 −3 deg yr
respectively [28] . The null change in pulse width indicates a null LV spin precession.
PSR J1744−1134
PSR J1744−1134 was discovered in 1997 through the Parkes 436 MHz survey of the southern sky. The pulsar has a spin period of 4.07 ms, and later was chosen as a target in PTA projects, being observed frequently as well. The timing residual reaches sub-µs in [41] . This pulsar has a clear main-pulse, and the pulse profile is very stable against time, whose time derivative of the pulse width was constrained to be (1.3 ± 7.2) × 10 −3 deg yr −1 from 15 years of Effelsberg data [28] . Distributions of pulsar systems in the sky used in tests of the pure-gravity sector of mSME. Blue squares, green circles, magenta diamonds, and red stars denote solitary pulsars, small-eccentricity binary pulsars with theory-independent mass measurements, small-eccentricity binary pulsars without theory-independent mass measurements, and eccentric binary pulsars, respectively. TABLE I. Relevant quantities of PSRs B1937+21 and J1744−1134 for the test. Most quantities are from pulsar timing, while the orientation and radiation quantities (α and ζ) were obtained from the model fitting to radio and γ-ray lightcurves (see [28] and references therein). For PSR B1937+21, quantities for the main-pulse (left) and the interpulse (right) are both tabulated. Parenthesized numbers represent the 1-σ uncertainty in the last digits quoted. Small-eccentricity binary pulsars with theory-independent mass measurements PSR J1012+5307
PSR J1012+5307 is a small-eccentricity neutron star (NS) white dwarf (WD) binary system, with an orbital period of 14.5 hours. The pulsar was discovered in 1993 with the 76-m Lovell radio telescope at Jodrell Bank. Later optical observations revealed its companion being a helium WD, and determined the mass ratio q ≡ m 1 /m 2 = 10.5 ± 0.5, and the WD mass m 2 = 0.16 ± 0.02 M ⊙ . The 3 D spatial velocity of this binary was also measured. Lazaridis et al. [37] presented the most updated timing solution by using 15 years of observations from the European PTA (EPTA) network, from which they obtained stringent limits on the gravitational dipole radiation and the time variation of the gravitational constant. Being a well-timed relativistic binary, PSR J1012+5307 is useful to constrain local Lorentz invariance violation of gravity. It was used to constrain the PPN parameters, α 1 and α 2 , in tests proposed in [31] . [37] , J1738+0333 [36] , and J0348+0432 [38] for the test, from radiotiming and optical observations. Parenthesized numbers represent the 1-σ uncertainty in the last digits quoted. The listed Laplace-Lagrange parameter, η, is the intrinsic value, after subtraction of the contribution from the Shapiro delay. There is an ambiguity between i and 180
• − i; only the value i < 90 • is tabulated. 
10. PSR J1738+0333 was discovered in 2001 in the high Galactic latitude survey with the 64-m Parkes telescope, and later regularly timed with the 305-m Arecibo telescope. It is one of MSPs known to be orbited by a WD companion bright enough for high-resolution spectroscopy. Accurate binary parameters and the 3 D spatial motion for the binary can be found in [36] and references therein. This small-eccentricity NS-WD binary has an orbital period of 8.5 hours, which, together with other well measured quantities, makes it a superb astrophysical laboratory to test gravity theories [36] . PSR J1738+0333 was used to constrain the PPN parameters, α 1 and α 2 [31] . The constraint on α 1 from this pulsar is the best limit up to now.
PSR J0348+0432
PSR J0348+0432 was discovered in a 350 MHz driftscan survey using the Green Bank telescope. It has a spin period of 39 ms and an orbit period of 2.5 hours. The companion is a low-mass WD, whose spectra were later phase-resolved by optical observations from the Very Large Telescope [38] . The mass of WD was derived based on the comparison of optical observations with well-tested theoretical models of WDs, which gives m 2 = 0.172 ± 0.003 M ⊙ . The mass ratio q was derived from the ratio of the WD radial velocity (from phase-resolved optical observations) to the pulsar radial velocity (from radiotiming observations). The mass ratio, along with the WD mass, leads to m 1 = 2.01 ± 0.04 M ⊙ , that is the highest well-measured NS mass [38] . PSR J0348+0432 is a superb system for studies of equation of state of superdense nuclear matter, binary evolution, and tests of gravity theories. In [38] , the agreement of its measuredṖ b with that from GR imposes stringent constraints on the parameter space of scalar-tensor theories. For studies here, it is worthy to mention that the periastron advance rate calculated in GR isω ≃ 15 deg yr −1 for PSR J0348+0432, which would have resulted in a rotation of the periastron for ∼ 55
• in T obs ≃ 3.7 years.
Small-eccentricity binary pulsars without theory-independent mass measurements PSR J1802−2124 PSR J1802−2124 was discovered in the Parkes Multibeam Pulsar Survey in 2002. It is a 12.6 ms pulsar in a 16.8-hour orbit with a relatively massive WD companion. It is a useful example of the intermediate-mass class of binary pulsar systems, that provide interesting clues to binary evolution scenarios. The relatively large companion mass and its fortunately large orbital inclination angle produce a detectable Shapiro delay. It was measured through observations conducted at Parkes telescope, Green Bank telescope, and Nançay telescope [39] . The shape and range of Shapiro delay help to pin down the component masses in GR to be m 1 = 1.24 ± 0.11 M ⊙ and m 2 = 0.78±0.04 M ⊙ . See Table III for the timing solution of PSR J1802−2124 [39] . It is worthy mentioning that the precision for the orbital eccentricity has reached a level at σ e ∼ O(10 −8 ).
PSR J0437−4715
PSR J0437−4715 is the brightest and nearest MSP, discovered at a Parkes survey at 430 MHz in 1993. It is also one of the most well-timed pulsars with a timing residual ∼ 200 ns [40] . Shapiro delay was detected in PSR J0437−4715. Moverover, because of its proximity, the secular change in the inclination angle of the orbit, due to its proper motion that gradually alters our line of sight to the orbital plane, was observed. It allows to break the ambiguity between i and 180
• − i, and also determine the longitude of ascending node, Ω [42] . Therefore, the 3 D orbital geometry is fully determined for PSR J0437−4715. The most updated timing solution is presented in [40] based on 10 years of Parkes highprecision observations (see Table III ). The very precison of this binary allowed to detect errors in the old Solar system ephemerides and place a stringent limit on the time variation of the gravitational constant [40] . For relevance here, the precision for the orbital eccentricity has reached a level at σ e ∼ O(10 −9 ). PSR J0437−4715 is also one of the most important target in the PTA projects aiming at a detection of gravitational waves [41] .
PSR B1855+09
PSR B1855+09 (a.k.a. PSR J1857+0943) was detected by Arecibo telescope in 1986. It is a binary pulsar with a 5.4 ms spin period in a nearly circular 12.3-day orbit with a helium WD companion. The WD companion was later detected optically by Keck and Hubble Space Telescope observations. Shapiro delay in this system was detected in early 1990's that revealed its nearly edge-on orbit (i ∼ 88
• ). It is the first detected Shapiro delay in pulsar binaries. Although LV tests in general require relativistic orbits, PSR B1855+09, with a relatively long orbital period, P b ∼ 12 days, still provides some sensitivities due to its high-precision timing and a long timing baseline T obs > ∼ 20 years. The updated timing solution [41] is presented in Table III. PSR J1909−3744 PSR J1909−3744 was discovered during the Swinburne High Latitude Pulsar Survey using the Parkes telescope. It is a bianry MSP with a very small duty cycle in its pulse profile, that permits high-precision radio timing. The highly inclined orbit (i ∼ 86
• ) allowed the measurement of the relativistic Shapiro delay in PSR J1909−3744. A timing solution from 5 years of Parkes observations is presented in Table III , where the timing residual has reached a level less than 200 ns [41] . It is among the best timed pulsars that are being used to detect gravitational waves in PTAs.
Eccentric binary pulsars
PSR B1913+16
PSR B1913+16 (a.k.a. PSR J1915+1606 or the HulseTaylor pulsar) was the first binary pulsar discovered at the Arecibo Observatory. Since its discovery precision tests of gravity theories in the strong field were made feasible. The pulsar has a spin period of 59 ms and is in a 7.75-hour orbit. Follow-up radio timing observations verified Einstein's GR up to a precision of 0.2% (see [32] and references therein). The relativistic timing observables for PSR B1913+16 include the periastron advance rateω, the "Einstein delay" in terms of the time dilation parameter, γ, and the shinkage of the orbit in terms of the time derivative of the orbital period,Ṗ b . The agreement of the predicted quadrupole damping effects in GR and the measuredṖ b value constitutes the first observational evidence of the existence of gravitational waves. The timing solution obtained from data taken at Arecibo telescope from 1981 to 2006 [32] is listed in Table IV . During such a time baseline, the periastron has already rotated out an angle ∼ 100
• , that is the largest one in our binary samples.
PSR B1534+12
PSR B1534+12 (a.k.a. PSR J1537+1155) is a 38 ms pulsar in a 10.1-hour orbit discovered at the Arecibo Observatory. It has a high orbital inclination near to [39] , J0437−4715 [40] , B1855+09, and J1909−3744 [41] . Parenthesized numbers represent the uncertainty in the last quoted digits. There is an ambiguity between i and 180
• − i; only the value i < 90
• is tabulated. 
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• . Besides theω-γ-Ṗ b measurements, it also provided a measurement of the Shapiro delay that is caused by the curvature of spacetime near the companion star [33] . The timing solution obtained from data taken at the Arecibo telescope for about 12 years is listed in Table IV . The periastron has rotated out an angle ∼ 20
• during this time baseline. Stairs et al. [33] reported an upper limit forė, |ė| < ∼ 3 × 10 −15 , and an upper limit forẋ, |ẋ| < ∼ 6.8 × 10 −13 s s −1 , which are valuable for studies here. Because more than one decade has passed since the publication of the current timing solution, new data will for sure provide even more constraining results.
PSR B2127+11C
PSR B2127+11C (a.k.a. PSR J2129+1210C or M15C) is a pulsar spinning at a period of 31 ms in the globular cluster M15 (a.k.a. NGC 7078). It was discovered at the Arecibo Observatory in 1989. The pulsar has an 8.0-hour orbit, and a companion suspected to be a NS. The Keplerian orbital parameters of PSR B2127+11C are nearly identical to those of PSR B1913+16 (see Table IV ). Likewise, this pulsar also provided aω-γ-Ṗ b test, and GR passes the test within ∼ 3% precision [35] . The most updated timing solution was obtained from about 12 years of data from the Arecibo Observatory, with a 5-year gap due to the update of the telescope [35] .
PSR J0737−3039A/B PSR J0737−3039A/B (a.k.a. the Double Pulsar) is the first and up to now the only system that composes two visible pulsars. It was discovered with the 64-m Parkes raido telescope. The orbital period is only 2.5 hours which makes the binary extremely relativistic with a characteristic velocity V O ≃ 625 km s −1 in GR. With a measurement of the mass ratio from the projected semimajor axes of two pulsars, as well the periastron advance TABLE IV. Relevant parameters in LV tests for PSRs B1913+16 [32] , B1534+12 [33] , B2127+11C [35] , and J0737−3039A [34] . Parenthesized numbers represent the uncertainty in the last quoted digits. There is an ambiguity between i and 180
